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husband, with Mrs. Foster responding in the negative.

Rolla advised that he did not have any further discussion with
Mrs. Foster or for that matter any other family/business -
associates and estimates that after he and Braun were at the
residence for approximately 45 minutes, President Bill Clinton in
the company of a Secret Service agent, arrived at the Foster
residence. President Clinton to the best of Rolla’s memory
hugged Mrs. Foster and expressed his sorrow over the death of her
husband. Shortly after the arrival of President Clinton, both he
and Braun departed the residence.

Rolla further advised that as a follow-up to thisinvestigation he and Investigator Apt on July 22, 1993,
telephonically contacted the three medical doctors whose names
were listed on a piece of paper found in Mr. Foster's vehicle onJuly 20. According to Rolla, all three physicians werepsychiatrists and all three denied having any prior contact with
Vincent Foster.

In a further effort to determine the cause and the
factors surrounding Mr. Foster's death, Investigator Rolla
advised that on July 27, 1993, he and Captain Charles Hume, USPP,
interviewed Mr. Foster's brother-in-law, Mr. Beryl Anthony.
According to Rolla, Mr. Anthony advised that it was his opinion
that Mr. Foster was extremely depressed and believed that hiswife, Sheila Anthony had furnished to Vincent Foster a list of
three counselors/psychiatrists or other doctors who practice
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in conversation with Detective Markland, USPP, that Markland
apparently had been advised by an unknown White House secretarythat Mrs. Foster and one of Vincent Foster’s sons had been
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Detective Rolla contacted the psychiatrists.
There is no mention of any of them speaking 
to Foster’s sister Sheila.


